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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
Harvest is approaching and the only thing
approaching faster is the opinions on what crops
and crop pricing are going to do this upcoming
season. It puts the farmer in a tough spot with
questions of what to plan, plant and invest.
We are going into another year of lower pricing
and, as previously noted, a season of uncertainty.
Many operations that would have traded combines
in the past three years have held off owing to the
market condition. The risk comes in the choice of
having to choose between saving resources versus
having the right and ready machinery for harvest.
One solution many farmers consider is buying a
used combine. With a machine that has a few
years on it, the investment is less and often
easier to manage. Yet there is an array of options
and warnings when buying used, and smart
management can help you make a good decision.
To help with that decision, we welcome you to
our used equipment edition of the Gleaner®
newsletter. In this issue, we’ll look at some popular
used Gleaner combines and discuss the options
and innovations you’ll find on these models. We’ll
then talk about upgrades that are available for
the used machine but were not available at the
time it was manufactured. Finally, we’ll look at a
few Gleaners for sale across North America so
you can get an idea what it’ll take to get you in a
new-to-you Gleaner this year.
There’s a lot to see and learn in this month's issue,
and I hope it gives you real value and insight.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines
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Machines with experience.

2003 R5 Series

2008 R5 Series
2009 R6 Series
2010 R6 Series
2011 R6 Series
2011 S7 Series
2012 S7 Series
2013 S7 Series
2014 S7 Series

† See foot
note.

2007 R5 Series

*** See foot
note.

2006 R5 Series

** See footnote.

2005 R5 Series

* See footnote.

2004 R5 Series

2014 S8 Series
2015 S8 Series
2016 S9 Series
* Prior to the 2008 model year, the holes for the 68° steep-pitch helical bars must be drilled in the rotor cage.
2008 and newer models have the holes pre-drilled.
** 2006 and newer R Series combines are able to use the auto-reversing function of the SmartCooling™
system but are unable to vary the pitch of the fan blade. All S Series models that use SmartCooling can
change the pitch of the cooling fan blade.
† Upgrade kit includes 24-knife chopper; however you can order the high speed kit and retain
the 16-knife chopper.
‡ Spreader motor relocation two inches rearward and includes a heavier plate.
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Five-lug polyurethane
accelerator rolls

Rear ladder grab handles

Lowered chopper
discharge floor

3,200 RPM high
speed chopper

Perforated cascade pan

XR two-speed transmission

SmartCooling

Auto-reversing cooling fan

68° steep-pitch helical bars

Four strand feed chain

CDF Rotor

We’ve released five combine series since 2003. The R5, R6, S7, S8 and S9 Series all feature significant improvements
with changes in capacity, class and design elements. Additionally, each series has incremental improvements for
each model year between the series change with updates for efficiency, reliability and productivity. Below are some
of our most popular innovations and a chart of which models can be updated.

‡ See footnote on previous page.

Feed conveyer upgrade
kit for canola/
soybean capacity

UPGRADABLE

#60 feed reverser chain

Separator blanking kit for
specialty crops

Bin loader taper lock sheave

1,000 Nm feederhouse
slip clutch

Unloader auger
pillow bearing

Larger 1 ½" rear accelerator
roll shaft bearing, holder
and pulleys

Optimized spreader curtain

Hydraulic spreader motor
relocation

Rear feed conveyer double
belt drive

Hard plastic straw
spreader paddles

Thickened elevator paddles
and hardware kit

Clean grain elevator
speed up kit

Four-lug polyurethane
accelerator rolls

STANDARD
NOT APPLICABLE
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Common upgrades.
We are continually studying, testing and refining function of our combines. Many of the innovations that
result can be updated to previous models giving an elevated performance. Below are details of some the most
common upgrades for R5 Series and newer Gleaner combines. Please refer to the chart on the previous page
for upgrade compatibility.
CDF ROTOR

XR TWO-SPEED TRANSMISSION

The 24-inch (610 mm) diameter CDF rotor uses six rows
of 3/4 inch (18 mm)-or 1/2 inch (12.7 mm)-spaced highprofile bars that are chromed and reversible. The bars
build just enough
pressure to release
grain that often
escapes
other
rotors, while taking
less of a toll on bar and cage
in green-stem material. Three rows
of three separator knives break up green
material and reduce horsepower requirements.

All S8 models feature an optional XR two-speed hydro
feature that provides greater climbing ability on hills
and convenient on-the-go shifts. The two-speed onthe-go shift is operated by a convenient push button
from the right-hand console. The two-speed hydro
features a 30 percent larger hydro pump.

FOUR-STRAND FEED CHAIN

Two undershot four-strand feed chains provide high
capacity and reliability. Compression springs help
maintain feed chain tension.
STEEP-PITCH HELICAL BAR

Mounted between concave and separator side, the 68°
steep-pitch helical bar moves and redistributes material
reducing bottlenecks while increasing capacity.
AUTO-REVERSING COOLING FAN AND
SMARTCOOLING

The standard AE50 award-winning SmartCooling system
consists of a variable-pitch cooling fan with reversing
capability. The “smart” system has software that varies
the pitch based on engine temperature, providing a more
accurate means of regulating the amount of cooling
required versus outside ambient temperature. The fan
pitch varies automatically, resulting in only the amount
of cooling required.
When the separator
is engaged, the fan
will reverse pitch
at full rotation for
1.5 seconds every 15
minutes to clean the
radiator, coolers and
rotary screen. The fan
returns to 100 percent
pitch for 15 seconds
to clean the engine
compartment and then
goes back to variable pitch
to save horsepower and fuel.
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PERFORATED CASCADE PAN

The perforated cascade pan is slanted at a six-degree
angle and an additional 992 square inches have been
converted to pneumatic cleaning area. This provides
additional cleaning capacity and allows high
moisture corn and other high-moisture
crops to fall through sooner and reach the
sieve and clean grain
cross auger faster.
HIGH SPEED
CHOPPER

The
7½-inch
diameter
chopper drum
features 24
knives
that
spin at 3,200
R PM .T h i s
design features
a taper lock hub,
larger bearing, larger hardware
and round bearing flangettes for greater
strength at higher speeds. The stationary knife
bed features six adjustable lower knives
for a finer cut with a retractable feature
for reduced horsepower requirements
when finer cut is not required.
REAR LADDER GRAB HANDLES

The rear ladder grab handles are
25-inches long and fasten with four
bolts. This provides a convenient way
to climb up the ladder into the engine deck.
Retrofittable to all combines 2003 and newer.

CLEAN GRAIN ELEVATOR SPEED UP KIT

OPTIMIZED SPREADER CURTAIN

A larger drive pulley has increased the speed on the
clean grain elevator by six percent over the current
rating of 5,000 bushels per hour. This speed increase
moves the additional higher-moisture grain away from
the shoe faster and is designed to complement the
shoe capacity increase from the perforated cascade
pan and increased pneumatic shoe area.

Provides a wider and uniform
spread of MOG to the right
side of the combine.

THICKER ELEVATOR PADDLE KIT

The thicker paddles and a deeper cup provide more
elevator capacity with heavier hardware.

LARGER REAR
ACCELERATOR ROLL SHAFT

The larger shaft provides greater reliability to the rear
accelerator roll at higher throughputs. Included are the
shaft, bearing, holder and pulleys.
UNLOADER AUGER PILLOW BEARING

This bearing converts any unloader auger from a carrier
block on the end to a cast bearing holder and bearing
for greater reliability of the unloader.

POLYURETHANE ACCELERATOR ROLLS

The injection molded
polyurethane accelerator
roll lugs provide substantially longer life than previously available rubber lugs.

1000 NM FEEDERHOUSE SLIP CLUTCH

A larger slip clutch on the front feeder house drive
increases the size and strength by 25 percent.

HARD PLASTIC STRAW SPREADER PADDLES

BIN LOADER TAPER LOCK SHEAVE

Hard plastic gives these paddles a longer life than
rubber paddles and provides a more consistent throw
of material from the spreader.

The taper lock sheave provides greater strength for
more reliability.

REAR FEED CONVEYER DOUBLE BELT DRIVE

SEPARATOR BLANKING KIT FOR SPECIALTY CROPS

Consisting of two new 2B belts and five pulleys and a
1,000 Nm slip clutch, this drive allows 50 percent more
power to go through the drives, increasing the speed
differential to 10% for better feed rates.

These blanks can be fastened in on the separator side
of the processor to affect shoe distribution in specialty
crops like sunflowers and grass seed.
#60 FEED REVERSER CHAIN

SPREADER MOTOR RELOCATION

The spreader motor is moved rearward two inches to
provide 50% less wear on the spreader curtain and
paddles and provides a better spread of MOG.

The #60 feed reverser chain is heavier and stronger
than the current #50 chain, resulting in greater
reliability.
FEED CONVEYER UPGRADE KIT

The upgrade kit eliminates any wedging of crop in
heavy, gnarly canola and soybeans for smoother flow
of crop and material, leading to faster feed rates and
less chance of plugging.
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Gleaner R5 Series
MODEL YEAR 2003 - R65/R75

MODEL YEAR 2006 - R55/R65/R75

SERIAL NUMBER: HM

SERIAL NUMBER: HR

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Unified ComfortTech II™ Cab with new
electronics, front ladder and deck
New transmission, final drives (S39) and brakes
Heavier two-inch pivot shaft
Quarter-inch thick floor in feederhouse
and rear feed floor
Electric concave adjustment from cab
Electric fan choke control
Single-point electrical hook up for header

MODEL YEAR 2004 - R55/R65/R75

SERIAL NUMBER: HN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two-inch rear feed shaft w/o limiter
Power mirrors
Stone trap
Chrome helical bars standard
Hi-wire separator grate (R65/
R75 corn-soybean models)
Power fold ladder
HID cab lights w/row finder lights
290 HP Cummins® engine on R65

MODEL YEAR 2005 - R55/R65/R75

FieldStar® is standard equipment
SISU Tier 3 engine (300 HP-R65, 350 HP-R75)
Improved cooling package for tier 3 engine
24-inch CDF rotor with half inch cylinder
bars for hard threshing small grain areas

MODEL YEAR 2007 - R65/R75

SERIAL NUMBER: HS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy close rock door
Four strand feed chain front and rear
Feed chain speed increase of 20%
Improved final drive to S40 on R65 and R75
Increased rear feed floor strength
Single-point hydraulic and electrical
multi-coupler hook up for combine
Changed hydraulics from open center to
pressure-flow compensated hydraulics
Lateral tilt (eliminated separate pump)
Chaff spreader (eliminated separate valve)
Auto-Guide™ option
Auto-Lube option
Michelin® tire option

SERIAL NUMBER: HP

MODEL YEAR 2008 - R65/R75

•

SERIAL NUMBER: HT

•
•
•
•
•

Clean grain and return elevator
adjustment from the ground
Revised electronic controls
Longer 14-inch swivel unloader auger
Rekord chaff spreader (R65/R75)
Controlled Dynamic Flow (CDF) rotor option
Revised power curve on Cummins engine (R65)

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Lowered feed floor (adding 65 in.2
more throughput area)
Pre-drilled holes in cage for fieldinstalled 68˚ steep-pitch helical bars
68˚ helical bars field kit
Multi-function hydraulic port (field kit)
Redesigned left-hand main clutch shaft
assembly for improved reliability
Improved shielding of yield monitor sensor

Gleaner R6 Series
MODEL YEAR 2009 - R66/R76

MODEL YEAR 2010 - R66/R76

SERIAL NUMBER: R66 - HUT 6101,
R76 - HUT 7101

SERIAL NUMBER: R66 - AHTV 6101,
R76 - AHTV 7101

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three-foot longer unloader tube
12-inch bin-fill auger (versus nine inches
on prior models)– four bushels per second
continuous unloading: fastest in the industry
Air curtain rotary screen
S2.5 cab (Revised steering column)
Optional electric chaffer & sieve adjustment
Six-degree inclined cascade pan
Flip-up spreader guard
RWA curtain
New Auto-Guide top dock
AM/FM Radio, MP3, Satellite

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raised combine four inches
Receiver on rear axle to pull
DynaFlex® header trailer
Mini slingers/rotary screen improvements
Updated four-groove main clutch shaft sheave
Quick disconnect for batteries
68° steep-pitch helical standard
Noise reduction foam in cab
Greaseless idler bushings
Telemetry ready
Auto-Guide control in cab
Lateral tilt standard
Hydraulic chaff spreader standard
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Gleaner S7 Super Series
MODEL YEAR 2011 - S67/S77 - S7 SERIES
SERIAL NUMBER: S67 - BHTV 6101, S77 - BHTV 7101

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

30-inch diameter processor (6,047 in.2)
30-inch CDF rotor
Four-section; 17-bar concave
Stone trap simplified
Separator grate incorporated into cage
14-inch diameter unloader
Longer cylinder drive belt
Larger 13-inch cleaning fan with
34% more CFM air volume
Larger, five lug accelerator rolls
Distribution augers spread and
slow down for better flow
LED lights in seven locations
8.4L, six-cylinder, tier 4i engine with SCR
Lower right and left shields
Larger unloader tube cover
Optional filler bars
New chopper drive for increased life
Increased clean grain auger diameter
Optional power-fold grain bin
extension- 390 bu. (all models)
Bowed cab glass and new right door seal
reducing noise w/corn head to 76.4 dba.
Power-fold cab ladder standard

MODEL YEAR 2012 - S67/S77
SERIAL NUMBER: S67 - CHTV 6101, S77 - CHTV 7101

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power-fold bin extension standard- 390 bu.
HD variable speed header drive
Lighter weight feeder house shields
Larger variable speed belt
Improved separator drives
Greaseless main drive idler
Battery door at ground level
Longer unloader spout
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•
•

Auto-Guidance plug and play
Optional reversing engine fan

MODEL YEAR 2013 - S67/S77

SERIAL NUMBER: S67 - DHTV 6101, S77 - DHTV 7101

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lowered and deepened clean grain auger
sump and lowered cross auger
Simplified clean grain boot
Conveyor drive to 2B belt from
countershaft to rear feed
Two-piece robot welded rotor (250
lbs. lighter than previous rotor)
New LED shoe light
Extra drop-down step on rear engine
deck ladder for easier entry
Larger shaft and bearing on rear accelerator roll
Guidance-ready standard
Added clean out door on grain bin auger
Pillow bearing on end of unloader auger
Potentiometer on concave internal actuator
1,000 lb. torque limiter on feederhouse drive
Video quad camera display option
Cornstalk guard with variable speed sheave
8.4L, 6-cylinder, tier 4i engine with SCR

Gleaner S8 Super Series
MODEL YEAR 2014 - S68/S78/S88

MODEL YEAR 2015 - S68/S78/S88

SERIAL NUMBER: S68 - EHTV 6101,
S78 - EHTV 7101, S88 - EHTV 8101

SERIAL NUMBER: S68 - FHTV 6101,
S78 - FHTV 7101, S88 - FHTV 8101

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.4L twin-turbo charged, six-cylinder engine – S68
9.8L twin-turbo charged, sevencylinder engine – S78/S88
Optional XR transmission w/ twospeed hydro propel motor
230 gallon fuel tank
Larger DuraGuard™ cylinder gearbox
DEF pump relocated
Toolbox between DEF and pump
Truck tie downs
Hard plastic spreader paddles
Three-paddle rotor discharge
Revised header clutch for more power
Orange polyurethane accelerator roll lugs
3,200 RPM high speed chopper
with taper sheave at top
AG3000 Auto-Guide w/no GX 45
Optional Graphite appearance package

•
•
•

Common steering control unit – 200cc
New perforated cascade pan- full
pneumatic cleaning shoe (8,721 sq. in2)
Moved spreader motor back two inches
for less wear and better spread
Optional AgLeader® yield sensor/monitor for
live yield mapping and hybrid mapping
Separator blank kit field option
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Gleaner S9 Super Series
MODEL YEAR 2016 - S96/S97/S98

SERIAL NUMBER: S68 - GHTV X101,
S78 - GHTV X101, S88 - GHTV X101

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Vison™ cab
Tyton™ terminal with four quadrants, easyto-read Gleaner-specific graphics and
simplified navigation through the screens
Guidance Nudge from the palm-control handle
Armrest-actuated open/close of grain tank
Automated calibrations for fan choke,
concave, chaffer/sieve and header
12 cab lights with a high-lumen projection
Optional heated and cooled compartment
located under instructor seat
Standard and Deluxe cab options
NightSight™ lighting option includes eight
LED cab roof lights, two LED header
and two LED row finder lights
Automatic functions, including two
memory-control speeds
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optional four camera setup with
AgCam nine inch quad monitor
Optional Fieldstar™ LIVE
Optional Ag Leader® yield and moisture
sensors and factory installed harness
Feederhouse capacity optimization
New hydraulics for the propel drive and
new electronics for gearshift and parking
brake, eliminating all cables and linkage
Lengthened feederhouse (4.8")
Gen 2 SmartCooling system
Improved header lift and lower system
Stronger chopper knife material
Separator air velocity improvements
New NovAtel® satellite receiver
Auto-Guide sensor integrated
onto steering cylinder
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ComfortTech, SmartCooling, FieldStar, DynaFlex, Vision, Tyton and Nightsight
are trademarks of AGCO Corporation. Michelin is a trademark of Michelin
North America, Inc. Cummins is a trademark of Cummins, Inc. AgLeader is
a registered trademark of Ag Leader Technology. All other trademarks are
registered to their respective owners. All rights reserved. GL17P002ST
AGCO may at any time, and from time to time, for technical or other necessary
reasons, modify any of the data, specifications or warranty of the products
described herein. Some equipment shown may be optional. Attention:
Photographs in this publication may show protective shields and guards open
or removed for the purposes of illustration. Be certain all shields and guards
are in place during operation.
AGCO is a premier manufacturer of agricultural equipment, providing hightech solutions for professional farmers feeding the world. The company is
dedicated to delivering superior customer service, innovation and quality.
AGCO products are distributed in more than 140 countries worldwide.

